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"Tull the truth 
and don't be afraid." 
VOLUME 87 NUMBER 50 
y 
Surprisingly 
close 
EASTERN NEWS The Panthers narrowly escaped with a 54-48 win at unheralded Tunnessee State. Page 12 
Alums 
• expenence 
shootings 
•Four former studr>nts share impact 
sniper attacks !lad on Washington area 
By Maura Passley 
CllY EDITOR 
Although the terror of the Washington D.C.-area 
sniper shootings was miles away from Charleston, 
Eastern alums experienced the fear of living among 
the shootings. 
Four former students who live in the same area 
where the sniper shootings that left 10 dead and 
injured three occurred a few weeks ago said 
although they didn't lock themselves indoors, fear 
did come into play. 
"This guy was purposely frightening people 
going about their daily lives, which made me all the 
more determined not to give in to fright," said Dru 
Sefton, alumna and national correspondent for the 
"There's something 
about targeting 
children that bothers 
everyone, I think 
(fear) is a very primal 
reaction." 
-Dru Sefton 
Newhouse 
News Service. 
However, 
with each 
shooting, 
alums admit 
fear began to 
take over a lit-
tle. Those who 
live in the sub-
urbs of 
Washington 
said it hit 
home more 
because the 
shootings were 
occurring in their neighborhoods, like Alexandria, 
Va. where alumna Yvonne Beeler Folkerts and her 
family live. 
"Suddenly, everyone realized doing mundane, 
everyday things was a challenge because one didn't 
know where he may strike next," she said. 
As the shootings increased, more safety precau-
tions were implemented, especially at schools 
where the threat to children existed. 
"There's something about targeting children that 
bothers everyone, I think (fear) is a very primal 
reaction," Sefton said. 
Folkerts said her children's schools were on lock-
down and outdoor recess, after-school activities and 
sports were halted. But Folkerts said she continued 
her life normally, letting her 7-year-old daughter 
and 4-year-old son play outside after school. Still, 
she said there were also people who reacted the 
opposite. 
"There were a lot of people that were so scared 
they literally did not leave their homes for days," 
she said. 
Within their daily lives, small errands like 
gassing up the car became a tough and scary task. 
Folkerts said her and her husband bought gas in 
residential neighborhoods that didn't have easy 
access to major roads and errands to stores in strip 
malls were limited. 
SEE SHOOTINGS • Page 6 
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Lining up her shot 
Janet Ter1ecki, a sophomore marketing major, lines up a shot in a friendly game of pool she was playing with one of her friends 
Sunday night in the Taylor Hall lobby. 
Further testing planned for meters 
+External Relations 
Committee may try mock 
party to identify noi.se levels 
By John Chambers 
STUDENT GOVERNMENT EDITOR 
'!Wo decibel meters purchased by the 
Charleston Police Department will under-
go further noise tests, after two past sets 
of ride alongs with the police department 
to test the equipment did not allow the 
external relations committee to make an 
informed judgement on the meters. 
The next tests will create an environ-
ment to test all levels of noise, said Kyle 
Donash, senate External Relations 
Committee member. 
"I know we're going to be doing a 
mock party," he said. uwe•re going to be 
(testing) everything from extreme loud-
ness ... all the way down to quiet voices." 
The committee is the deciding force 
in determining the meter's future use, 
said chair George Lesica. 
"The mayor's indicated that if we 
agree not to use them, they won't be 
used," Lesica previously told The Daily 
Eastern News. 
Donash said the mock test will likely 
be the last trial for the meters. 
"After this test I think we're going to 
actually come up with whether or not 
the city's going to look into leaving them 
behind," Donash said. "I'm against the 
decibel thing. I think the way their doing 
it now is fine." 
Now, Charleston noise violations are 
complaint-based, and tickets are given if 
the resident complaining wishes to file 
charges. 
A city ordinance would have to be 
passed to establish a certain decibel 
level of noise violation, but Donash said 
the meters could otherwise be used to 
test whether or not a noise complaint is 
warranted. 
"They could still use them," he said. "I 
think they could be used if they (CPD) 
get a complaint to go over there and 
actually see if they're being that loud." 
SEE TESTING +Page 6 
Housing, RHA circulating surveys to address resident concerns 
By Kristen Woodruff 
STAFF WRITER 
Housing and Dining Services 
and the Residence Hall 
Association distributed surveys 
Friday to one-third of students liv-
ing in residence halls. hoping to 
gage a wide range of students con-
cerns. 
The 100-question survey con-
tains questions on a variety of 
1Ssues concerning residence halls, 
dining services, and the quality of 
residence hall and dining staff. 
The survey is being distributed so 
all aspects of residential life can 
be recognized from various indi-
vidual experiences, said Mark 
Hudson. director of housing and 
dining. 
"The main goal of this project is 
to get a barometer reading on 
what students feel about residen-
tial living," Hudson said. 
Hudson has conducted similar 
surveys at the University of North 
Dakota, where he taught for 10 
years. The idea began at Eastern 
after staff felt the need to be con-
cerned with residential life. The 
survey has been a success in the 
past, Hudson said, as far as getting 
students involved in making a dif-
ference on campus so they can 
influence future changes. 
"We want to take this informa-
tion as a starting point for how we 
can make things better." said 
Christina Heidmann. vice presi-
dent of RHA. 
Heidmann said that RHA and 
Housing and Dining Services have 
collaborated on this project to 
ensure that students' concerns are 
effectively addressed. 
Hudson encouraged students 
who received the survey to 
respond. Students should want to 
participate in this survey so that 
their opinions can be considered. 
"It's a pretty ambitious project 
for us. We really want to encour-
age students to return the survey," 
Hudson said. 
The university has made minor 
changes as a result of similar pre-
vious surveys, such as adding non-
smoking floors and 24-hour visita-
tion privileges to residence halls. 
Currently, the housing department 
is working on a project to allow 
more movable furniture in dorm 
rooms to make things more con-
venient for the residents. 
"If you do not like something, 
we want to know what we can do to 
help," Hudson said. 
Each section of the survey will 
be reviewed by different adminis-
trators throughout the depart-
ment. Housing hopes to have all 
the surveys by Nov. 8. and will 
then release results in a publica-
tion at the start of next semester, 
Hudson said, 
"1 think we have a good sense of 
what students are looking for and 
there may very well be things that 
surprise us," he said. 
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Eastern to host 
. 
musical f es ti val 
ByDonSlmlc 
STAFF WR ITER 
Eastern will host the Illinois 
Education Music Association 
District V Elementary Choral 
Fest at 6 p.m. today in the Martin 
Luther King Jr. University Union. 
More than 200 students select-
ed from U area schools, includ-
ing Mattoon, Arthur, Mt. Zion, 
Sullivan and Vandalia will per-
form together. 
Accompanying them will be a 
high school jazz ensemble com-
prised of students from the same 
district. Barbara Graves-Shimer 
of Lincoln Elementary in 
Robinson has organized the · 
event. 
This is the first time that many 
of the students will be perform-
ing in such a large group. The 
choir is assembled from the best 
of the fourth, fifth and sixth 
graders in the area, Graves-
Shimer said. 
Each year the event has a new 
guest conductor, and this year's is 
Peggy Reeder of Sullivan. Gary 
Jensen, a member of the Eastern 
music department, will play the 
piano alongside the choir. 
"The children will be perform-
ing a patriotic medley as well as 
arrangements of folk songs and 
spirituals," Jensen said. 
The concert is free and open to 
the public and refreshments will 
be provided. 
Economics club 
holding .toy drive 
STAFF WRITER 
The economics club is holding 
a toy drive that started Friday 
and will continue through the 
first week in December. 
The toy drive is for Catholic 
churches and the children in the 
pediatrics ward of the Sarah 
Bush Lincoln Health Center in 
Mattoon. 
"It helps relieve their stress 
and it makes the kids feel more at 
home," said Cynthia Schnell, 
president of the economics club. 
Last year over 250 toys were 
donated by students and faculty, 
said Matt Beck, vice president of 
the economics club. Beck said 
that they hope to equal that num-
ber this year. 
Tuys should be brought to 
Linda Ghent in room 2375 of 
Coleman Hall, Beck said. 
Tuys should be in the $S to $25 
range, Beck said. 
Stuffed animals, Barbie dolls 
and toy trucks were popular 
items donated for the drive last 
year, Schnell said. 
Last year children were given 
Monopoly money that they could 
use to buy toys for their siblings, 
said Christina Boyd, a member of 
the economics club. They did this 
so the kids could feel the joy of 
giving as well as receiving, Boyd 
said. 
"If you don't give back to the 
community, then what's the 
point?" Boyd said. 
Election coverage 2002 
For continuously updated information on local election numbers 
Tuesday, check out The Daily Eastern News Web site at www.thedai-
lyeastemnews.com. 
As the voting numbers are released for the national, state and local 
elections, the Web site will be updated to reflect where the candidates 
stand. 
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Remembering the past 
Owing the 23rd Amual History Teachers' Confereuce held Friday, Edna Bay, associate professor with the Institute 
of Ll>eral Studies from Emory University in AllMta, speaks to participm its cbing the kn:heon In the Grand 
Balroom of the Mm1in Luther King, Jr. University Union. Bay's Plese: :bition was entitled "lt*lklng About Gender 
and Generation In Africa". 
'Barbie Nation' 
looks at dolls impact 
By Alta King 
ACTIVITIES EOITOR 
The Women's Studies pro-
gram will present a film titled 
"Barbie Nation" Monday at S 
p.m. in the Women's Resource 
Center. 
"Barbie Nation" is a look at 
the Barbie doll and what the 
world's most popular toy 
reveals on attitudes about sex-
uality, body image and gender 
roles. The film also examines 
the life of Barbie's creator 
and Mattel co-founder Ruth 
Handler, a press release stat-
ed. 
Lynnea Magnuson, assistant 
professor of history, said 
"Barbie Nation" is a documen-
tary of the history of Barbie 
and the different advertising 
of the doll. 
"('Barbie Nation') is about 
how Barbie has been marketed 
and what she means to differ-
ent populations," Magnuson 
said. " It's about how she's used 
by different people; for exam-
POI.ICE BLOTIER 
'"(Barbie Nation)' is 
about how Barbie has 
been marketed and 
what she means to 
different populations. 
It's about how she's 
used by different peo-
ple." 
-~--
pie~ how adults collect Barbie 
dolls because they had them as 
children." 
The film shows how Barbie 
reflects the culture of various 
time periods, Magnuson said. 
The film is part of the 
Women's Studies Program's 
Gender and Popcorn Film 
Series. It is free and open to 
the public. 
Criminal~ to Property 
A 2002 Oldsmobile was damaged while parked in the N\nth Street 
lot on October 28, a police report stated. The incident is under inves-
tigation. 
Bond set 
for man 
shooting at 
children 
ST. CHARLES (AP) - Bond has 
been set at $1 million for a man 
charged with shooting through his 
door when trick-or-treaters 
knocked on Halloween. 
Edward Beach, 44, of St. Charles, 
faces 10 counts of attempted mur-
der, two counts of aggravated dis-
charge of a firearm and one count 
of aggravated battery with a 
firearm, St. Charles police said. 
Police said they surrounded 
Beach's apartment about 9 p.m. 
Thw:sday after they said he fired 
five shots through his closed front 
door when trick-or-treaters 
knocked. 
Most of the bullets hit the door 
frame but one bullet fragment 
grazed the left arm of a 22-year-old 
woman holding her young child, 
police said. 1\vo other women and 
several children in the group were 
not injured. 
The incident turned into a stand-
off when Beach refused to talk 
with negotiators who tried to con-
tact him with a bullhorn and tele-
phoned his apartment. About 4:30 
a.m., officers fired tear gas 
through a sliding glass door of 
Beach's apartment. 
. ' 
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Incumbent rep 
elaims legislative 
experience is key 
By Maura Possley 
CITY EDITOR 
In some jobs, experience can 
make all the difference and 
that's what Congressman Tim 
Johnson says will get him anoth-
er term serving for the Illinois' 
15th district. 
Johnson, who lives in Urbana, 
said many of his experiences as 
a Congressman will help him 
continue getting things done in 
Washington, one of those being a 
strong advocate for higher edu-
cation needs. 
In addition, Johnson was a 
professor at Parkland College in 
Champaign, which he said helps 
him relate to needs of higher 
education. He said those needs 
include a good appropriation of 
federal funding, a strong grant 
program and research as well as 
a committment to all of the 
above. 
"My viewpoint reflects those 
at Eastern," he said. 
Illinois' 15th District is highly 
populated with higher education 
institutions and Johnson said he 
understands that not only is it 
his responsibility to take care of 
students but the university as a 
whole because it represents a 
good portion of the economy in 
the area. 
"Part of my job is continuing 
doing a responsible job repre-
senting the district," he said. 
"And hoping that as a result peo-
ple will vote for you." 
Johnson has served four 
years in the 15th District and 
prior to that spent six years in 
the Illinois General Assembly. 
"(Experience) makes a good 
deal of difference," he said. 
Tim Johnson 
Through 
his offices, 
Johnson 
fought for 
tougher 
drunk driv-
ing and sex 
offense laws 
in the state. 
In addition, 
he has 
worked for 
lower taxes 
and was a part of the Republican 
Leadership team in the General 
Assembly in 1995, which was a 
Republican package of legisla-
tion that helped welfare reform, 
school improvement programs, 
truth-in-sentencing and pro-
business legislation. · 
Overall Johnson said his abili-
ty to talk to residents of the dis-
trict and communicate their 
needs to Springfield is his 
strongest asset and so far he 
said his campaining through 
Charleston and Eastern's cam-
pus has brought a "good recep-
tion." 
But he said, "You'll never 
know until election day." 
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Time to cram 
Sarah Anderson (left), a fr9shman undecided major, and Cathy Cloran, a freshman business administration major, 
work on an English research paper in the Andrews Hall lobby Sunday evening. 
~nate to make Web resource rating available in housing 
By John Chambers 
STUDENT GOVERNMENT EDITOR 
Finding a place to live off cam-
pus could become easier within 
the next few months. 
The Student Senate Housing 
Committee plans to develop an 
online rating system for students 
to rate off-campus living and 
landlords. 
"\Ve were just looking at other 
schools. In Florida they had some 
kind of Web site where you can 
post good or bad things about 
your landlord," said committee 
chair Jessica Jarrett. 
She said the Web site will help 
students narrow down housing 
selections. 
Senate recently approved a 
bylaw change that created a sub-
committee on technology as an 
extension of the senate External 
Relations Committee. 
External Relations member 
Brian Scios is the only current 
member of the subcommittee 
and will work to update the 
Student Government Web site. 
Jarrett said the rating system 
could be a future project for the 
committee. 
"We'll probably just do the 
research and give it to them to 
work on," Jarrett said. 
She said the committee wiU 
likely produce an off-campus 
booklet listing rental options, 
which also could be posted 
online. 
"That would save a lot on print-
ing costs." Jarrett said. 
She said the Housing 
Committee in the past often did 
not have the money budgeted to 
produce the booklet, and the 
committee this year will just be 
building on past research. 
The two housing goals would 
be easier with the creation of a 
tenant union, similar to the uni-
All Education Majors should plan to attend: 
Fall Career Day/Job Fair for Educators 
Wednesday, Nov. 6, 2002 
10:00 am - 3:00 pm 
University Union Grand Ballroom 
Check out the 
Program at 
www .. jobsrv .. eiu.edu 
Resume 
appointments 
avai loble.! 
Call 581-2412 
Sponsored by 
Career Services 
Rm. 3040 SSB 
See us for all 
of your career I 
job search needs! 
v;sit our on-line job 
JM>sfings via Experience 
at www.jobsrv.eiu.edu 
versity's Residence Hall 
Association, but acting as a 
forum for off-campus students, 
Jarrett said. 
"People who live off campus 
can come and voice their con-
cerns, kind of like a legal serv-
ice," she said. 
Jarrett said other schools 
who have such a union have 
larger budgets, and the forum 
might not be an option at 
Eastern. 
UV Vodka 
Doubles 
Coors Light 
Pitchers 
$3 Chicken Sandwich 
w/ Fries or Fried Chips 
UV CONTEST COMING SOON!! 
Visa/Mast. ATM 
r 
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EDITORIAL 
Distribute 
• raises 
mo~fairly 
A group of profeaional staff on this qllDpU8 
makes wages that are not mudl more than cme 
could make at a part-time job. But IDOl¥'Y is tight. 
offtcials say. 
1be group of clerical and technical workers in 
Eastem's American Federation of State, County 
and Municipal Employees union local 981 is trying 
to negotiate 8' new contract. at the same time as 
Eastem's faculty. 
Why do some employees on this campus get sig-
nificant raises, while it is 
doubtful others will get any 
nearly S percent raise. 1be 
AFSCME is proposing a 2 per-
cent raise, which would only 
cost the university $79,000 and 
bring Eastem's AFSCME up to 
par with similar universities. 
The numbers do not add up. 
The 174 clerical and technical 
employees at F.astem make $8 
to $10 per hour, totaling $15,000 
to $20,000 per year. 
AFSCME members are the 
lowest paid Oft campus~ 
food service workers. 
.. _ 
The unlverllty 
says there Is 
not money to 
tileralleeto 
theee 
...,... 
along with the 
faculty. Yet, 
two PI0"1lnent 
unlver8lty 
olllclalB ,.,. 
r9C8lved 
albllal 11111 
...... 
The story is always the same. One side says the 
money is there, while the other says it is not. 
How can the money be available to give signifi-
cant raises to two promiuenl \Olivetsity officials, but 
not to give a smaller raise to the lowest-paid RJ'OUI> 
of employees on this campus? Something needs to 
be done to fairly compensate all F.astern employees. 
Eastem's quality depends on all employed here, 
especially clerical and technical employees. If 
they do not receive raises. they may look .. 
where for work. 1bey deserve to make fnore than 
$20,000 a year. 
Money was found for raises for Hencken and 
McDuffie. It can be found for the AFSCME 
employees and the faculty. If officials continue to 
play around with the various unions on this cam-
pus, there won't be much of a campus remaining. 
While it is important to keep promhlent omcials 
happy, it is equally, if not more important, to keep 
everyone else happy as well. 
The editoripl is the rrutjority opinion of the 
Daily Eastern News editorial board. 
Do you have something to say about the possibil-
ity of war with Iraq? The Daily Eastern News is 
looking for essays on the topic to be published 
Thursday. Members of the Eastern community are 
invited to submit an essay of J00.600 words for con-
sideration. AU essays are due by 4 p.m. today. 
Essays can be submitted at 1811 Buzzatd Hau or 
emailed to slgustqfson@eru:edu. 
.... ~~""' 
EDITORIAL I OPINION PAGE +THE DAILY EASTERN NEWS lllllllllJ.11£ tlH4.-
... 1811 ......... 
1bey've been labeled "mon-
sters", 81 having "sick minds" and 
81 pr9llll8bly guilty tieyond 
doubt. 
I am ajJeaking of the accuaed 
sniper Suspects being held in the 
Waabington DC area, Jolm Allen 
Muhammad and Jolm Lee Malvo. 
These two men have been cbaqed 
with murdering 10 people and hos-
pitalizing three others over the 
course of about three weeks. 
Allegedly, the pair was shooting 
random targets all across the 
Waabingtoa area. 
Molt everyone kDows the histo-
ry of these incidents But what 
baa not been decided since the 
arrest of the two men on Oct. 24. 
is their guilt. Reading national 
mapzinea and publication8, it 
would be bard to determJne that 
this was the case. 
While evidence continues to 
mount~ the-pair, and on the 
surface, it aemm JoP:al to 
auume that these two are guilty 
of a terrifying spree of sbootinp, 
it a1ao aeema premature to label 
them monsters, murderers or 
madmen. Doing so goes against 
the entire American belief in im» 
cence until guilt is proven. 
If these men are not the people 
behind the sniper attacb, I bate to 
think what this publicity will have 
done to them. 
Fear and anger over iDcideotB 
such as the sniper ah«>otinga 
spreads quickly through any com-
po YOU 1\llNK 1'HE 
PAY WILi.. EVER COME 
WHEN W£'L~ t-tAVE 1t> 
STOP P'-AYINC. VIDEO 
G.AMeS ANP 6ET 
CRAPN \JOB'S ~ 
HAVE Nc1TMIN<o 1b 
PO WITH OUR 
PEGRE'ES? 
\ 
"If these men are not 
tht people behind the 
sniper attacts, I hate to 
think what this 
publicity will have done 
to them." 
munity, and this case baa caught 
the attention of the nation. It is 
natural that people would want 
the culprits di8covered and pun-
iabed. But we need to wait to pun-
ish until a aWJty verdict baa been 
banded down. 
Thia isn't the first time this 
kind of high profile case baa led 
to snap-judgment on the aunt of 
a suspect. Other notorious cases, 
such 88 that of Oklahoma City 
bomber Tunothy McVeigh also 
seemed decided lODK before it 
ever went to trial. And, while 
McVeigh was obviously found 
guilty, and sentenced to death, 
be too deserved a fair trial, one 
that wasn't tinaed with public 
opinion founded solely on emo-
tion. . 
Every penon &sea ves that 
right, no matter what they stand 
accuaedof. 
Right here in Cbarleston, a case 
that cootinum to pull OQ the emo-
tions of the entire commtioity, hlli 
the public wrapped up Iii 1he 
888UIDed. ADlbony 'Ma1Z;. Wlio will 
stand trial for the de8tt.' ~ 
Shannon McNamani, ~­
fair trial, one without bias. He> bu 
not yet been fowtd gWlt't ~ 
less of the rumors and pOpul8r 
opinion. 
rm not trying to defeadtbe 
actions of any of these~ If 
Muhammad and Malvo' are-found 
pilty, then diey should face'tle 
conaequences 'of their 8CtiQn'S; and 
if the state and federal 'goVem-
meats involved decide that should 
be the death penalty, 80 be'1t. 
Perhaps that is not the correct 
answer ebher, but if'ttiat iS'*11at a 
court~ then that is the 
decision tbeY '!Bf Ila'{' t» ~ 
to. ~ 14 
If these men are rouna guuty, 
then anything said against them 
ding the sboqtil8i"~ tar ~but until a ~tll4'-­
guilty, they should ~ Pfe&Ulned 
innocent, not guilty tWe 
need the culprits lb be lotrncE 
The evidence all poidts to 'tbie8e 
two men. On paper, -MubaniiMd 
and Malvo IOok guilty. '!'fie caie 
should be open and shut A1td; if in 
a court of Jaw a jurtot tlieir peen 
finds them pilty, ttien'print'tbe 
bedlnes pmclehntrlg theDi "'mob-
aten. • But until then, they 
deam ve the same right to pr&-
SUJDed innocence 88 any 
American. 
YOUR TURI: LETTERS TO THE EDITOR 
Mayors remarks on parade appa.Jling 
As I relaxed with coffee 
reading the DEN Online, I 
read with disbelief 
Charleston Mayor Dan 
Cougill's remarks regarding 
the Homecoming parade and 
possibly denying next year's 
parade permit. I am 
appalled with Cougill's com-
ment regarding the minority 
of students that caused all 
the problems, specifically. 
"The other 3 percent, I'd like 
to see their butts kicked out 
on the street ... " Violence 
won't solve anything. 
Furthermore, his naYve 
observation " ... we all know 
the simple answer. Its alco-
hol and the behavior alcohol 
causes," ts alarming. As H. 
L. Mencken once said, "For 
every complex problem, 
there is a solution that is 
simple, neat and wroq." 
I marched in the. 
Homecoming parade. I saw 
the same behavior the mayor 
experienced, yet I don't want 
to kick anyone's butt, and I 
dodged the candy thrown my 
way. Students, many under 
leg81 drinking qe, were sim-
ply blowing off some 
steam ... and yes, they were 
drinking. I wonder how that 
happened under your 
Draconian tenure, Mayor 
Cougill? If those students 
had the right to enter 
Charleston bars, they proba-
bly would have waited until 
Saturday evening to party. 
But, Mayer Ceugtll, you 
reneged on a 1993 campaign 
promise and took 19- to 20-
ye&N>lds' right to enter the 
local bars. Now, I don't con-
done underage drinking, yet 
I do believe students would 
learn responsible alcohol 
consumption if given the 
chance to sociali7.e with their 
older peers. No one likes or 
tolerates boorish drunken 
behavior, least of all me. Yet, 
I believe Eastern students 
and this community deserve 
the opportunity to let their 
hair down, albeit responsibly. 
Mayor Cougill, you seem 
intent on focusing your 
energies on what is bad and 
wrong with Eastern stu-
dents instead of what is 
good and right. I think you 
should be Charleston and 
Eastem's no. 1 cheerleader, 
not an eveN:ritical tor- · 
menter. Quit being such a 
spoiled child and bully. 
Charleston and Eastern 
deserve better from their 
elected officials. 
Joel Weidinger 
Graduate student in 
educational administration 
l.ETl"ERS TO THE EOITOA: The Oaily Eastern News accepts letters to the ecfrtor 
addressing local. state. national and lntematt0nal Issues. They should be less than 250 
won:la and include the authors' name telephone number and address. Students lhould 
lnGfcale ~ yeai-in sc:hOol Ind malQI: F~ llfic:t at.alt~ lndicatAI 
lheir poertlon anc1 department Letters whose au1hors cannot be venriec1 win not be 
printed Depending on space constralnta. - rrmy edlt letters, so keep it conclle. 
l.elters can be sent to The Delly &stem News at 1 a11 8uzzllld Hall. Charleston 
61920 taxed to 217·581 ·2923. Of a-malled to slgustatsonOelu edu 
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Corporate video developing into f onn of entertainment 
By Matthew Kent 
STAFF WRITER 
As technology has invaded every 
facet of life, Brian Sowa, assistant 
speech communications professor, 
attempted to make students more 
prepared for the technology they 
will see in corporate work environ-
ments. 
Sowa held a lecture, "Corporate 
Video in the 21st Century: 
Information Source or 
Entertainment Option?" Friday 
afternoon to inform students in 
using corporate video in a variety 
of situations. 
Sowa focused on the need to ful-
fill tasks and social needs in the 
workplace by use of corporate 
video and discussed how others 
may perceptive the technology. 
Sowa based his lecture on 
research he began in the summer 
of 2000 while completing his doc-
toral program at Wayne State 
University. He conducted research 
at Ford Motor Company in 
Dearborn, Michigan by distribut-
ing surveys and questionnaires to 
analyze perceptions about how 
workers used corporate video in 
the workplace. 
Corporate video is used to organ-
ize communication effectively, and 
it is most often used for meetings 
and training seminars in the work-
place. The videos also provide 
feedback among workers and to 
provide information. 
"We are a mediwn of communi-
cation," Sowa said. 
Corporate video use depends on 
experience and perceptions of how 
it used, he said. "It is at a critical 
turning point with the blooming of 
technology," Sowa said 
Corporate video has become so 
successful because it meets differ-
ent needs for different types of 
content and may facilitate commu-
nication in a variety of mediums. 
"Intentions and motivations 
guide content selection and use pat-
terns," he said. 
Success also depends on actual 
integration into organizational rou-
tines. 
"Individuals may use media for a 
number of reasons," Sowa said 
Sowa emphasized that people use 
corporate video since because soci-
ety is so fascinated with television, 
media and the need for organiza-
tional communication. 
"It may be very accessible to 
your desktop computer in the near 
future with improved bandwidth 
and increased affordability," Sowa 
Chronic wasting disease found 
in northern Illinois deer carcass 
ROSCOE (AP) - State wildlife 
officials have confirmed the first 
known case in Illinois of chronic 
wasting disease in a deer. 
The fatal brain conctition was 
discovered in a sick deer shot Oct. 
23 on private land just east of 
Roscoe near the Wisconsin border. 
The ctisease has infected deer and 
elk from Colorado to Wisconsin. 
The Illinois Department of 
Natural Resources confirmed the 
diagnosis Friday. 
Wisconsin plans to shoot as many 
as 25,000 deer to contain the spread 
of the disease. But Illinois officials 
said they must test more animals to 
see how widespread the problem is 
before they plan a response. 
"We don't want to overblow 
this," said Carol Knowles, a depart-
ment spokeswoman. "This might 
be the only case in Illinois." 
But one expert on the condition 
said that's not likely. 
"You're not going to see just one 
case of this," said Judd Aiken, of 
the University of WtSconsin School 
of Veterinary Medicine. "There 
will be more. I would bet on that." 
Expanded testing for the concti-
tion coincides \vith the beginning of 
Illinois' deer shooting season, which 
begins Nov. 22. Officials say they 
expect to conduct tests in 36 coun-
ties, with an emphasis on the area 
near the Wisconsin border. They 
hope to collect about 3,500 deer sam-
ples from hunters around the state. 
Even before tests confirmed the 
doe shot near Roscoe had chronic 
wasting disease, state biologists 
had visited Wisconsin to talk with 
the state's experts, said Brent 
Manning, director of the Illinois 
Department of Natural Resources. 
And the state has already banned 
the feeding of wild deer and other 
wildlife in the vicinity of deer. 
While scientists still know little 
about how animals spread chronic 
wasting disease, Aiken said it 
appears deer may spread it 
through saliva contact, especially 
when they gather to feed 
Chronic wasting disease is related 
to mad cow disease, though the 
strain is not known to spread 
through livestock It is caused by an 
abnormally shaped protein that 
damages brain and nerve tissue.here 
is no known way for deer to spread 
the disease to humans, but experts 
say hunters should take precautions 
when preparing deer for food, 
including cooking it thoroughly. 
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said. "We live in an increasingly 
visual culture with videos and the 
Internet." 
"E-mail may contribute to per-
formance but may also detract per-
formance as well," he said. 
Sowa also stated that communi-
cation and increased dialogue 
among users is helpful. 
"The blooming of technology 
may lead to higher levels of task 
orientation in the workplace," he 
said. 
While corporate video use may 
be influenced by communication 
norms, accessibility is still an issue. 
"It isn't taken seriously by many 
employees," Sowa said. "Positive 
orientation of this material is help-
ful." 
Sowa's research concluded 
employees often perceive higher 
levels of entertainment material. 
However, designing desirable pro-
gramming and the variety of pro-
gramming that workers want is 
still limited. 
"This is only the beginning and 
we have a long way to go," Sowa 
said. "The uses and gratifications 
of corporate video is still very com-
plex and there are many varia-
tions." He recommended that a 
large-scale study across several 
organizations will provide a clearer 
picture of communication. 
"Students will see more of this 
type of content in the marketplace 
in the 21st century," Sowa said 
Tiffany Stocker, a speech com-
munications graduate student, 
thought the presentation was very 
informative. 
"I thought it was interesting to 
see how technology is used within 
organizations," she said. 
Florida examines its 
school voucher system 
MIAMI (AP) - More than one in four students who took a voucher 
to attend private school in Florida this semester have transferred 
back to public education, a newspaper reported. 
This summer, (IJ7 students requested taxpayer-funded vouchers to 
leave public schools that received failing grades. As of last week, 170 
had returned to public schools, The Miami Herald reported Sunday. 
In one county, Miami-Dade, 90 of 33C students who requested 
vouchers have returned to public school - and more t.'lan two in three 
were back in their original school. 
Many returning students said they felt more comfortable at their 
neighborhood schools, even those labeled as failing. They also cited 
trouble with transportation, and more demanding curricula or firmer 
discipline at their new schools. 
"I ctidn't know the teachers and the principal there," said junior 
Michael Seymour, 16, who returned to Miami Edison Senior High from 
Archbishop Curley/Notre Dame High. "I had to learn a whole new sys-
tem there, and I've already been through that process once at Edison." 
Ctitics of vouchers, a cornerstone of the education policies imple-
mented by Gov. Jeb Bush, said the returning students show that 
vouchers are misguided. 
But a spakeswoman for Bush called the trend a triumph of school 
choice. 
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Police quell Halloween riot 
with pepper spray, 16 arrested 
Dozens injured in 
California pileup 
MADISON, Wis. (AP) - Police 
used tear gas and pepper spray 
early Sunday to quell a distur-
bance that escalated into bottle-
throwing and looting during a 
Halloween party attended by an 
estimated 65,000 people. 
More than 100 police helped 
break up the riot, and eight suf-
fered minor injuries, mainly 
from thrown objects, authorities 
said. At least 16 people were 
arrested. 
"This is the first time I can 
remember that we ever had 
police officers put on protective 
equipment, and I've been here 
since 1980," Madison Police Sgt. 
Patrick Grady said. 
The party is held each year on 
Testing: 
State Street, the city's main thor-
oughfare, dotted with restaurants 
and small shops and connecting 
the state Capitol to the 
University of Wisconsin campus. 
Police said the rampage began 
about 1:30 a.m., possibly after 
some people began fighting with 
bottles. When police tried to help 
some injured people, others 
threw bottles at them. 
"I'm sure alcohol had a big part 
of this," Grady said. 
People threw bottles at apart-
ment windows, and some resi-
dents retaliated with bottles, 
injuring at least two people, 
police said. Others ripped out 
street signs and bike racks, threw 
bricks, tipped trash barrels and 
newspaper vending machines and 
started a small fire. 
For several hours, the crowd 
smashed windows in nine busi-
nesses and looted two in a two-
block area before police regained 
control. Lt. Cameron McLay said 
those arrested were charged with 
battery and looting. 
The huge crowd early Sunday 
included many out-of-towners. 
"It's not unusual for a lot of 
people to come from around the 
nation," Grady said. "It's usually 
a good time and a safe time." 
State Street was still closed 
late Sunday morning. 
"We had to reroute buses. It's 
so trashed they just can't go 
down there," Grady said. 
decibel meters for a total of 
$1,200. 
LONG BEACH, Calif. (AP) -
Nearly 200 cars and big-rig 
trucks collided on a foggy stretch 
of Long Beach Freeway early 
Sunday, injuring dozens of peo-
ple, nine critically, and closing the 
highway for hours. 
"The fog was thick and all you 
saw on the horizon was the cars 
piled up in both directions,'' driv-
er Rob Ziegler told KABC-TV. 
''You could hear all the crashing 
and the banging. You could feel 
your car moving, knowing that 
other cars are still hitting you." 
California Highway Patrol 
Officer Joseph Pace said 194 
vehicles, including seven or eight 
tractor·trailers, were involved in 
two separate pileups about a half-
mile apart. Some cars were 
buried under others, and some of 
the injured had to be cut from 
their vehicles. 
At least 41 people were injured, 
nine of them critically, he said. 
Dozens of cars, vans and big-
rig trucks could be seen tangled 
together and littering both sides 
of the freeway about 25 miles 
south of Los Angeles. 
Early morning fog may have 
contributed to the pileups, which 
started just before 7 a.m., 
California Highway Patrol 
Officer Douglas Kondo said. 
Some motorists were driving 
too fast for the foggy conditions, 
Pace said. Exact speeds were 
undetermined, as was the initial 
cause of the pileup. 
Driver Manny Manuelos said 
he had slowed as a big-rig truck 
smashed through the center 
divider but cars came up behind 
him at 25 to 35 mph. 
Charleston polioo have 
quffitioned using noise 
meters in town 
ride-alongs found noise sources 
ranging from 51 to 80 decibels, SO 
decibels being the approximate 
level of human conversation. 
"If an ordinance was passed 
based on these meters, people 
would get a lot more tickets," 
Lesica said. "It wouldn't con-
tribute to the general friendliness 
of the neighbors." 
Donash said the tests will likely 
take place sometime this month. 
Even if a certain decibel point is 
not set for issuing tickets, the 
police can still use the decibel 
meters, Lesica said. 
Major earthquake 
rocks interior Alaska 
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 1 
The most recent ride-alongs on 
Oct. 25 and 26 of students and one 
faculty member and a community 
member helped add to concerns 
the meters would lead to more 
tickets, Lesica said. 
Those testing the meters at the 
Shootings: 
Entire period was 
unnerving for local 
residents 
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 1 
Lori Miller Drummond, an 
alumna who lives with her family 
about a 15-minute drive from the 
first cluster of shootings, said the 
shootings hit especially close to 
home when friends of hers were 
in the same stores when the 
shootings occurred. She also said 
some victims were a lot like her-
self. 
"The only safety precaution 
that seemed to work was to hide 
under the bed, and that wasn't 
Donash said even CPD ques-
tioned using the meters to ticket 
noise violations. 
"The cop that was along on our 
ride along ... he just thought this 
really isn't necessary," he said. 
The CPD purchased the two 
very realistic," she said. "It 
became routine to see people 
trotting through parking lots or 
scrunching down at the gas sta-
tions." 
Alumna Leesa Willis said while 
normally she would choose the 
outside pump closest to the exit 
drive at a gas stations, during the 
shootings she chose the closest 
pump to the station and tried to 
put obstacles in the way of direct 
lines of sight. 
"It was unnerving or unset-
tling," she said. "Because of the 
randomness with which the 
snipers struck, you could not rule 
yourself out as a possible victim. 
"We all discovered what it felt 
like to be sitting ducks." 
Although two men have been 
arrested as the alleged snipers, 
"Assuming we do not use them 
to give tickets, we may still use 
them to measure complaints," 
Lesica said. "Let's say your 
neighbor calls every single day 
and complains ... there'll be proof 
that you weren't being loud. We 
can still get information out of 
them." 
"The only safety 
precaution that 
seemed to work was 
to hide under the bed, 
and that wasn't very 
realistic." 
- Lori Miller Drummond 
Drummond said many people in 
the area are still not at ease with 
the shootings. 
"Many of my friends are still 
not over this," she said. "It still 
feels a little like someone is 
watching." 
ANCHORAGE, Alaska (AP) -
A major earthquake ·rocked a 
sparsely populated area of interi-
or Alaska early Sunday afternoon, 
cracking highways and roads, 
knocking over fuel tanks and 
shaking rural homes. 
The magnitude 7.9 quake, cen-
tered 90 miles south of Fairbanks, 
was strongly felt in Anchorage 
about 270 miles to the south. It hit 
at 1:13 p.m. Alaska Standard Time, 
said Bruce Turner of Alaska and 
Tsunami Warning Center. 
The state patrol said no injuries 
were immediately reported. 
"It shook for a good 30 sec-
onds," Turner said It did not gen-
erate a tsunami, he said. 
The earthquake occurred on the 
Denali Fault and bad a shallow 
depth, said John Lahr, geophysi-
cist at the U.S. Geological 
Survey's National Earthquake 
Information Center in Golden, 
Colo. Shallow earthquakes gener-
ally are felt over a wider area. 
"We expected this would have 
surface rupture that geologists 
could see on the ground and 
study," he said. 
KCAM-radio in Glennallen 
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EIU Murder Victim's family Writes: The Right 
Combination of "Andrea's pare11ts and f1er family would like to thank Steve Ferguson nnd tlze entire staff af the Coles County State Attorney's office ·wlzo assisted lzim i11 this case. The law enforcement departments ... her 
friends and other supporters who have been there for her and us tlzrouglz this terrible ordeal... Andrea's Experience, 
voice has 1wt been heard other than what Steve Fer:g.11so11 has been able to say for her." Legal Ability and 
Common Sense. The parents and family of Andrea Will 
March 9, 1999 
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. 
reported that fuel tanks in the vil-
lage of Siana were tipped over and 
nearby highways were damaged. 
Paul Whitmore of the Tsunami 
Warning Center said the highway 
between Anchorage and 
Fairbanks was damaged and 
Alaska State 'Ih>opers closed the 
road to one lane. Cracks were 
reported in roads in the region. 
Jill Woster said she was driving 
between Fairbanks and her home 
in North Pole when the quake 
began. 
"The car felt like it was going to 
fall apart," she said. Woster 
arrived home to find pictures off 
the walls and on the floor,~ 
with glassware. 
F.arthquakes above magnitude 
7 are considered major - capable 
of widespread, heavy damage. 
In 1964, the "Good Friday" 
earthquake left 131 people dead in 
Alaska. Current measurements 
put that quake's magnitude at 9.2. 
A moderate earthquake shook 
the central Plains earlier Sunday. 
The 4.3 quake hit about 2:45 p.m .. 
some 30 miles northwest of 
O'Neill, Neb., the geological sur-
vey said. 
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audis won't help U.S. attack Iraq I Turkey's 
!CAIRO, Egypt (AP) - Saudi 
1a will not allow bases on its soil 
be used for an attack on Iraq even 
the United Nations authorizes mili-
action, Saudi Foreign Minister 
ce Saud al-Faisal said in an inter-
broadcast Sunday. 
udi Arabia earlier ruled out the 
of its territory for unilateral U.S. 
n against Iraq, but had indicated 
would cooperate in some way if the 
·.security Council approved. 
In the CNN interview, however, 
said more clearly that Saudi 
ration would not include permit-
use of its territory for strikes 
st Iraq. 
"We will cooperate with the 
rity Council, but as to entering 
conflict or using the facilities as 
of the conflict, that is something 
"Saud said. 
Pressed about whether Saudi bases 
d be used, he gave a definite "no." 
In Washington, White House 
esman Ari Fleischer refused to 
ment on the CNN interview. 
White House aide Mary Matalin 
onded obliquely when asked 
t Saud's comments in a separate 
interview. 
"We will cooperate with 
the Security Council, but 
as to entering the conflict 
or using the facilities as 
part of the conflict, that is 
something else." 
- Saudi Foreign Minister Prince Saud al Faisal 
"We have many friends and allies in 
the region, and we have many friends 
and allies around the world. There is 
no doubt that George Bush will not 
enter into any kind of conflict unless 
he's sure of victory," she said. 
Saud also said his government 
believed it was still possible to avoid 
war. 
"Iraq has made a very clear and 
unambiguous promise to the Arab 
countries that it will abide by the 
United Nations resolutions," he said. 
The Security Council is debating a 
U.S. proposal to toughen U.N. 
weapons inspections after Iraq agreed 
to allow inspectors to return after 
nearly four years. The United States 
wants the council to authorize harsh 
measures against Iraq if it fails to 
cooperate. 
However, Russia, China and France 
oppose the American proposal, fear-
ing it would give a green light to 
Washington to attack Iraq without 
further consultations. Security 
Council members expect the United 
States to offer an amended draft reso-
lution this week 
Arab nations have spoken out 
against unilateral U.S. military inter-
vention to oust Iraqi President 
Saddam Hussein. They have indicated 
more willingness to accept such 
action if the United Nations approves. 
Most Arab nations joined the U.S.-
led Gulf War coalition that liberated 
Kuwait in 1991. Saudi Arabia allowed 
U.S. troops into the oil-rich kingdom 
to defend it against Iraq. U.S. com-
mand-and-control facilities have been 
based in the kingdom, but Washington 
is now beefing up a base in the Gulf 
nation of Qatar. 
Arab foreign ministers are sched-
uled to meet in Cairo on Nov. 10 to dis-
cuss how to avert the crisis in Iraq. 
.S. Army mulls outsourcing of jobs 
WASHINGTON (AP) - The Army 
considering contracting out nearly 
4,000 military and civilian support 
s to the private sector in an ambi-
s plan to free money to fight ter-
sm and comply with President 
h's desire to trim the federal gov-
ent through outsourcing. 
Army Secretary Thomas E. White 
drrected his commanders to sub-
plans by Dec. 20 to privatize or 
ource all functions not essential 
fighting wars. If approved, the 
recedented government overhaul 
Id begin this spring and affect 
thirds of the Army civilian work 
e Military personnel would be 
signl?d,'I n 
"Tile Army must focus its energies 
talents on our core competencies 
functions we perform better than 
ybody else ... and obtain other 
ded products or services from the 
vate sector where it makes sense," 
White said in an Oct. 4 memo. 
Targeted are 154,910 civilian work-
ers and 58,727 military personnel that 
perform support functions such as 
financial, legal, communications and 
maintenance. 
"We must transfer highly trained 
military personnel back into positions 
where their military competencies 
can be best used," said John 
Anderson, Army assistant deputy 
assistant secretary for manpower 
management, in a briefing last month. 
"The president, the Congress and the 
public require sound stewardship of 
the full mix of personnel resources, 
whether by military, civilian or con-
tract." 
Some functions could be contracted 
out to private companies in a bid 
process, while other functions might 
be eliminated altogether and moved 
to the private sector. Some jobs also 
could remain in the government. 
Congress would have to approve 
some of the proposed changes. 
That's happened twice before in the 
Army. But White and other officials 
say this third wave will be ''bigger 
and faster." Layoffs are possible, 
though officials said they expect most 
civilians to find work with contrac-
tors. 
A similar review of 25,000 Army 
positions in the 1980s led to about 
15,000 jobs being moved to the pri-
vate sector. In another review of 
33,000 jobs in the late 1990s, just 
6,300 jobs were moved to the private 
sector. 
Overall, about 850,000 federal gov-
ernment jobs have been identified as 
commercial - meaning they also are 
performed in the private sector and 
are not limited to functions of gov-
ernment. President Bush has called 
for half of those jobs to be opened up 
to competition in the private sector. 
If it's Monday ... 
'Islamic' party 
declares win 
ANKARA, Turkey (AP) - A party with Islamic roots 
declared victory Monday in Turkish elections, and its 
leader immediately moved to calm fears of a shift 
away from secularism in this key U.S. ally. 
Tu the cheers of his supporters, Justice and 
Development Party leader Recep Tuyyip Erdogan 
said: "From now on, we will celebrate victories on 
behalf of our nation and state." 
With 68 percent of the ballots counted, Erdogan's 
party had 34 percent support and appeared likely able 
to form a government without coalition partners - a 
rarity in Turkish politics. 
The party, which has its roots in Turkey's Islamic 
movement, sought to soothe the public and markets by 
pledging support for Turkey's traditional secularism, 
its EU bid and its commitment to an International 
Monetary Fund austerity program. In its campaign 
the party called itself a conservative movement and 
said it would not pursue an Islamic agenda. 
Addressing a news conference, Erdogan said his 
government's first priority will be to "speedily pursue 
the EU membership process." He said that his gov-
ernment will "follow an economic program to inte-
grate the country with the world." 
"We have no intention to challenge the world," he 
told Dow Jones Newswires. "Under our government, 
Turkey will be in harmony with the world." 
Erdogan leads the Justice party, but has been 
banned by the elections board from standing as a can-
didate because of a jail sentence he served in 1999 for 
publicly reading a poem that a court deemed anti-sec-
ular. It is not clear who would serve as prime minister 
if the party wins or if lawmakers would move to end 
the ban. 
With 68 percent of votes counted, Ergodan's party 
had 34 percent support and the rival Republican 
People's party had 19 percent, the semi-official 
Anatolia news agency reported. 
No other party had more than 10 percent of the vote, 
the threshold a party needs to win seats in parliament 
If no other party reaches the threshold, all the seats in 
the 550-member parliament will go to the Justice and 
Republican parties, with the former having an 
absolute majority in parliament. 
Prime Minister Bulent Ecevit's party had only l per-
cent of the vote and his coalition partners were well 
below the 10 percent threshold needed for entry into 
parliament. 
"We committed suicide," Ecevit said, referring to 
parliament's agreement to hold elections 18 months 
early. Legislators agreed to the vote amid Ecevit's fail-
ing health. 
G> Help your business 
(pizza ~ating ©ontest 
u©fNIO®w~-r~~ ~arty's ·-... 
... 
IBl1~@1im 
581-2816 
7 p.m. LaV\1son Hall Bacon Cheesburger $1~ 
$5 donation per participant 
Prizes for First Place 
$1 ~ Bottles 
$2 Drinks 
... ~arty's is the PLACEt ~-.... 
Everyone Welcome! 
ST• AST • AST • AST • AST•AST• AST •AST • AST • AST • AST • A 
~ The Ladies of Alpha Sigma Tau ~ ( 8 
would like to announce • 
Their ft'8ii1u~m~J ?ri!!J !fJ:ru~:r~ IID~rr1 
November 4, 1981 • 
• 
-----------------------NOU.J SHOLI.J I NG 
------ ---- · --·---- ---·-
PARK PLACE APARTMENTS 
When Locacion Mateers 
Lease for fal l 2003 
Spring 2003 Available 1,2.3 Bed Room Apanmenr 
Call Lindsey for more info. @ 348- l 479 
Advertise 
In the DEN 
d \ ertise it 
come ... 
8 THE DAILY EASTERN NEWS 
CLASSIFIED ADVERTISING 
HELP WANTED 
Help wanted. Pagllacci's Italian 
Dining. Wait. Slaff, pizza makers, and 
various other duties. 234-6000. 
Located al 319 N. Logan in Mattoon. 
3 blocks north cl Big Lots. Ask for Kin 
or Rachel 
_________ 11/4 
Need 20 ~
closers. Flexille hou'S. wi !rah 
COi 111 issia IS + bonuses. Cal 345-
0323 
_________ 11/6 
k1tematlooal Progrcms: Job awortu-
nity looking for energetic. outgoing. 
self motivated incividual with interest 
or experience In lntemalia 101 travel or 
study abroa:i. Cal Arge or Becky at 
581.3390 
_________ 11~ 
HIRING FOR SECOND SEMESTER: 
P/>Rr-11ME & FULL-TIME POSI-
TIONS. SEEKING CANDIDATES FOR 
ORDER ENTRY. STRONG KEY-
BOARDING SKIU.S A PLUS. MUST 
POSSESS EXCELLENT COMMUNI-
CATION SKILLS. EXPERIENCEWllH 
PHONE SALES HELPFUL SCHED-
WNG FLEXIBLE. APPLY IN PER-
SON AT SCHOLASTIC RECOGNI-
TION, INC. COLES BUSINESS FAA!< 
5955 FAA!< DRIVE. CHAAl.ESTON 
FOR DIRECTIONS. CALL 345.9194 
________ 12/16 
JOURNALISM AND ENGLISH 
MAJORS: HIRING FOR SECOND 
S E M E S T E R 
PROOFREADERS/TYPESET-
TERS. MUST POSSESS COM-
MAND OF ENGLISH LANGUAGE 
AND ABILITY TO DISCERN MIS-
TAKES IN TEXT QUICKLY AND 
ACCURATELY. EXPERIENCE 
WITH MACINTOSH AND PAGE-
MAKER A PLUS. SCHEDULING 
FLEXIBLE. APPLY IN PERSON AT 
SCHOLASTIC RECOGNITION, 
INC. COLES BUSINESS PARK 
5955 PARK DRIVE, 
CHARLESTON FOR DIREC-
TIONS, CALL 345.9194 
________ 1V16 
Bartender trainees needed. $250 
a day potential. Local positions. 
1-800-293-3985 ext.539 
________ 1113 
Searching for a Job that Works 
Around Your Class Schedule??? 
WESTAFF has immediate long 
term customer service/inside 
sales positions available. We 
offer: Flexible Scheduling, A 
Fun/Professional Atmosphere, 
Paid Training, Competitive 
Starting Salary. Call Now!!! 
345.1303 WESTAFF eoe m/f/h/v 
________ 00 
FOR RENT 
2 BDRM Apt. close to campus. 
$200/month per person. Lease 
now for Spring Semester, call 
Aaron @ 348-0050 
________ 11/1 
UTILmES PAID! 2 rms to rent, 
Jackson Ave, Shared kitlbth. 
W/D, AC. Nice house! 345-9665. 
11/1 
FALL 2003: Houses & Apartmails. 
www.eiuapts.com 345.2416 
________ 11/4 
ROYAL HEIGHTS APTS. 1509 S. 
2nd; 3 bdrm furnished apts., low 
utilities- Leasing for Spring & Fall, 
2003 Semesters Call 346-3583 
________ 11/4 
Fall '03. 3 BR 1 bath home. Close 
walk to campus. 1306 4th Street. 
Central air. NO PETS. $675 
month. 345.5037 
________ 11/8 
Fall '03. 6 bed 2 bath home. 
Excellent location-718 Grant. 
A/C, Washer/Dryer. NO PETS. 
$1500 month. 345.5037 
________ 11/8 
Fal '00. 5 bed 2 bath home. Close to 
Greek Court. A/C, Washet/Dry8', 
Saeened-in porch. NO PETS. $1250 
month. 345.5037 
________ 11/8 
Fall '03. 5 bed 2 bath home. 
GREAT location-903 Cleveland. 
A/C, Washer/Dryer. NO PETS. 
$1125 month. 345.5037 
________ 11~ 
DON'T WAITII Go for the best! 
Beautiful, 6ke rteN apts. Near cam-
pus! Good mai iagement & security. 
345.2576. Available Fall 2003. 
________ 11/8 
FALL 2003: 5.4.3.2, BEDROOM 
HOUSES 2 BEDROOM APART-
MENTS, 1026 Erx;AR DR. 348-5032 
________ 11/11 
Newly purchased, extra nice, 3 
bedroom, 2 bath home on 
University Drive. W/D incl. Close 
to campus. Available: December 
1st or August 1st. 345-9267 
________ 11115 
AVAILABLE NOW OR SECOND 
SEMESTER! Townhouses and 
Apartments for 2 to 5 Tenants. 
Baigaln Price! 345-4489, Wood 
Rentals, Jim Wood. Realtor 
________ 11122 
Fall 2003: Brittany Ridge, 4 bed-
room for 4 or 5 people, 2 112 
baths, W/D, DSL access, Low 
utilities and great floor plan. 
$200/mo/person. Local, respon-
sive landlord. 348.8886 leave 
message 
________ 1V13 
The Dally Eastern News 
Classified ad form 
Name: 
---------------
Address: 
--------------
Phone: Student: 0 Yes O 
-------
Under classification of: ______ _ 
Expiration code (office use only): 
Person accepting ad: __ Compositor: __ 
No. words I days: __ Amount due: $ __ _ 
Payment: 
Dates to run: 
-------------
Ad to read: 
30 cents per word first day ad runs tO cents per word each consecutrle day 
lhereal'.er 25 cents per YIO:d rst day for students with valid ID and 10 cents per word 
each consecti':ve day afterward 1 S wool minrrrnJm. 
DEADLINE 2 p.m. PREVIOUS DAY - NO EXCEPTIONS 
The News reseives ttie nght 10 ed'~ or refuse ads considered kbelous or 111 bad taste. 
FOR RENT 
2 BR, 1 car garage. Nice back-
yard & patio. Located In a quiet 
neighborhood. Available now! 
$550/mo. 345.5088 
----------'00 
Apts. for rent at 1812 9th St. 
AVAILABLE NOW! 3&4 BR, Lease 
time negotiable. Close to cam-
pus. Please call for appt. & info. 
348.0673 
________ 00 
Apts. for Rent at 1812 9tll St. 
Available 2003-2004. Furnished, 
close to campus, behind EJU 
Police. 1,2,3,& 4 BR. laundry on 
premises, parl<ing Included, & trash 
paid. Locally owned, dean & nice. 
Call for appt. & info. 348.0673 
________ oo 
FALL 2003. 2-3 Bedroom fur-
nished apartments. 1/2 block 
from rec center. No pets or par-
ties. 345-5048 
________ .oo 
FALL 2003. Furnished houses for 
4-7 girls. 10 month lease. No pets 
or parties. 1/2 block from rec cen-
ter. 345-5048 
________ oo 
FALL 2003. 1-2 bedroom fur-
nished apartments. No pets or 
parties. Low utilities. 1 O month 
lease. 2 1/2 blocks from campus. 
3454-5048 
________ .oo 
AVAILABLE DECEMBER: Lage 1 BR. 
Nicely Fi.mislled. Solid Oak Cabinets, 
A/C. $35CVmo. Located 741 6th St 
Call 581.7729 or 345.6127 
________ o.o 
3 BR Apt, New kitchen with dish-
washer, microwave, cent air, laun-
dry. very nice. No pets. 345.7286 
________ .oo 
2 BR apt. flm/1.11fu'n, nice, G'8at 
location, all elec. A/C. No pets. 
345.7286 
_______ __;00 
GET THE BEST BEFORE THE REST. 
2, 3, AND 4 BEDROOM UNITS 
AVAILABLE. CLOSE TO BU. IF YOU 
WANT A NICE. NE.W, AND CLEAN 
APARTMENT FOR NEXT SCHOOL 
YEAR CALL 348-1067 
________ 00 
Single apt on square. $350 
includes gas/water/trash. Dave 
345-2171 9-11am 
________ oo 
ALL GALS: Very clean, 2 BR fur-
nished apt. Water. trash, laundry 
room, all included for $260/mo. 
on the corner, 11 11 2nd st. Right 
next to park. Day: 235-3373, 
Evening: 348-5427 
________ .oo 
FOR RENT 
NICE, NEWLY AEM<XlEl..ED 3 BE(}. 
ROOM APARTMENTS. RENT AS 
LOW AS ~. FUR-
NISHED. SUPER LOW UTILITIES. 
DSUETHERNET 03/04 SCHOOL 
YEAR. 345-5022 
________ 00 
2 BR UNF. N7T. WI STOVE. AEFR1G. 
/It;, LAUNDRY IN COMPLEX. 
TRASH PD. 1305 18th ST. $395 MO. 
SINGLE/ $460 2 ADULTS. PH 348-
n46. 
________ .oo 
For Rent 1,2, and 3 beaoom fl.r-
nished apartments on campus. 
Sig*lg incentilles. Cal 348-1479 
________ oo 
BELL RED DOOR APTS. 1,2, & 3 
BEDROOM, OfF STREET flo\RKING. 
SPRING SEMESTER 2003 LEASES 
AVAIL.ABLE. OfFICE 345-1266 OR 
346-3161. 
________ oo 
1.2.&'3 BDRM. APTS. OlDTOWNE 
MANAGEMENT. CLOSE TO CAM-
PUS. 345-6533. 
_______ __:00 
1 BLOCK FROM a.D MAJN.3 BR 
lJlf. PPf WI sroJE. REFR1G. DISH-
WASHER, MICROWAVE, CATHE-
~ C8LN3, INDlll. SN<NANITY 
IN EPCH BEOfOJM, WATEFVTRASH 
PD.348-n46 
________ oo 
UNCOLN'MXlO PINETREE AP/>Rr-
MENTS Now showing 2 and 3 bed-
room ~ available IMMEDI-
ATELY, 2ND SEMESTER. or select 
yox apcl1ment NOW for fall 20031 
LINCOLNWOOD PINETREE offefS 
lots of space. swtrrrmg pool. vdet-
ball c:ou1, wak to campus. Located 
across from Calnan Hal. 345-6000 
________ oo. 
fxceptionaly econoolcal! 1 BR apt 
wlloft, Funished for 1 or 2 persons. 
$370 for 1, $425 for 2- 112 of cLiplex, 
1 BL N of O'Briel Field, Call ai 
345.8350 
________ 00 
2003-2004 school year. Nice and 
close to campus. Unfl.rnished hous-
es. No pets. $285 PB" person PB" 
month. 12 month lease. 345-3148 or 
512-9227. 
________ 00 
4 BR. 2BA HOUSE FOR FALL '03. 
WID, low utilities. roomy with 
great backyard. Very nice house. 
close to EIU. Never been used as 
rental before. 345-9595 
________ .oo 
Fal 2003: 2 & 3 beaoom flmished 
apcrtmen1S. utilities Included. close to 
campus. no pets. Call 345-6885 
________ .oo 
FOR RENT 
One bQm. apts. for Aug '03-'04. pp & 
W PAOPERTIES, INC. 2 EXCEU..BllT 
LOCATIONS. ONE BLOCKAND 11'2 
BLOCKS NORTH OF a.D MAIN ON 
6TH STREET. One or Two person 
leases. Central heat & PC, lancty 
facity. Trash sa...;ce & off stieet pirk-
ilg Included. Perfect for serious stu-
dents or oo.4Jles, 348-8249 
________ 00 
3 Bedroom, furnished house, 
central air, to lease for fall 2003. 
Call 346-3583. 
________ 11/5 
SUBLESSORS 
APARTMENT FOR l..EASEl Spring 
Semester cl 2003 for $22(Ymo, One 
room available. Cal 815.626.4665 
________ 11/5 
SUBLESSOR WANTED! FULLY 
FURNISHED, YOUR OWN BATH-
ROOM & BEDROOM, LOW UTIL-
ITIES, CLOSE TO CAMPIUS (773) 
835-1382 
________ 11/5 
SUBl..ESSORS NEEDED!I JarlJary-
JUy. 2 BR /!Ifft. 11th & Jackson. 
$25CYmo + utilties. WaM!r & Trash 
paid! W/D. Cal 348.1679 ASAP!! 
________ 11/12 
LOST AND FOUND 
FOUND: Watch necl" UrWersity bt.ild-
lng. Call 345-6145 or 345-3798 to 
1'lqulre. 
________ 11/7 
ANNOUNCEMENT 
Students-Quit Smoking 
Contact Jessica al 581.~ for 
malion!l 
________ 11/ 
91 % of EIU students think 
people risk harming themselves 
they have 5 or more drinks in 
sitting ((n=471 representative 
dents, Spring 2002). 
________ 11 
-SPRING BREAK BLOWO 
LOWEST PRICES && F 
TRIPS FREE MEALS AND P 
TIES, BOOK BY NOV. 6TH, Ii 
ed inventory left, Most A 
ABLE .. 15 YEARS EXPERI 
FEATURED ON TRAVEL C 
NEL, & MT\!. SUNSP 
TOURS.COM 1-800-426-771 
________ 1.1 
-PCT FASTD Salle S$$, Get 
Break llscoUlts! 1.888 TH 
(1.888.844.6578 dept 2 
www.spMgbreakdsoouc:om 
________ 1 
-AC:r NOM!l Guarantee the 
SPRING BREAK PRICES! 
Paae, Ccwlcu1. Jamaica. 
Acapukx>, Florida & Mardi 
TRAVEL FREE. Reps needed, 
$$$$. Group Discounts for 
1.888.THINKSUN (1.888.844. 
dept 2626) www.spri 
cooots.c:om 
CAMPUS CLIPS 
HABITAT FOR HUMANITY CAMPUS CHAPTER: General meeting 
8 p.m. today In the Effingham Room of the Martin Luther King 
University Union. Everyone is welcome to attend. 
PRSSA: Meeting at 6 p.m. today In the Paris room of the ~n L 
King Jr. University Union. Kelly Allee, PR for Lake Land College. will 
the guest speaker. 
NATURAL TIES: Delegate meeting at 5 p.m. today in Ule Paris r 
the Martin Luther King Jr. University Union. Everyone ill wet 
Change a life; maybe even yours. 
PRIDE: Heaven or Hell: The Bible and Homosexuality Is at 8 p.m. t 
in the Oakland room of the Martin Luther King Jr. Univerj~Jy J.Jr.li9fh 
us for a video replay of this dynamic presentation. Originally pr~ 
in the spring of 2002, Lisa Denise Murphyexamines passages in 
Bible traditionally related to homosexuality. 
STUDENTS ON HAND: Meeting at 6 p.m. today in 2120 Coleman 
Come join us to discuss upcoming events. New members welco 
PEACE VIGIL: Weekly meeting at 5 p.m. today in the Library Quad. 
a peacemaker; practice peace! 
llJeh~limtl Crossword Edited by Will Shortz No. 092 
ACROSS 
1Actor 
Guinness 
5Frolics 
10Beatle~ song 
or movie 
140pera star 
15Foreword, for 
short 
16Tarzan's rais-
ers 
17Tied 
19New Jersey 
hoopsters 
20Big name in 
chickens 
21 Most forlorn 
23Check for fit, 
as clothes 
240ff the cor-
rect path 
26Winemaker 
Ernest or 
Julio 
28Corn 
321nclined path 
for wheel-
chairs 
36Dictator 
Amin 
37 bender 
{iJllnor acci-
aent) 
38Disney's " 
and tlie -
Detectives" 
39"First Blood" 
character 
41Give a hand? 
42Starbucks 
orders 
44Peanut but-
ter holder 
451VY. League 
school 
46Escargot 
47Recording 
studio 
devices 
49Generic 
51NBC morn-
ing show 
56"Les 
Miserables" 
hero 
59City on the 
Rio Grande 
600pera song 
61Clownish 
one 
641nert element 
used in lights 
65 
Extraterrestri 
al 
66Columbus's 
home 
67Not out of 
one's mind 
68Lab glove 
material 
69Penpoints 
DOWN 
1 Very skilled 
2Pate ingredi-
ent 
3" man for 
himself" 
ANSWER TO TODAY'S PUZZLE 
4Enthusiastic, 
as an atti-
tude 
5Religious 
ceremony 
6Early after-
noon 
7Network with 
annual 
awards 
8Magician's 
wor0-
9Submarine 
detector 
._..-'-~ 1 ORepairman 
~,..+..,,.+;-! 11 Fencing 
sword 
r,7 
Puzzle by Peler Gordon 
12Response to 
"Shall we?" 
13Cousin of 
"ahem" 
18Belted out, 
as a tune 
22Honored 
woman 
24Emmy~win­
ner Alan 
25Brand of 
beef jerky 
27Broadcasts 
298rainstorm 
30Eagerness 
31Writer 
Stanley-
Gardner 
32Many wines 
541mprovise 33End of a 
prayer 
34Translucent 55ouncan toy 
mineral 56Some car-
35Hardly a pooling veh 
beauty cl es 
37Duffer's cry 57Carpet 
40Make a cake, buyer's cal-
e.g. cur at ion 
~Ice sheet 
4·1caP.ital of the 58Animal qn 
Philippines En.Qland s 
48Pierce shield 
50Li~e a whiny 59Short-tailed 
voice wildcat 
:i2Hunter of 
Greek myth 
53New _, 
India 
62Turned on 
63Civil War 
general 
hicago surprises aren't 
nough to ground Eagles 
CHAMPAIGN (AP) - Hugh 
las and the relentless 
phia Eagles' defense had 
digging in Sunday because 
Chicago Bears were making 
guess. 
Included in the Bears' arsenal of 
91:pmes was a no-huddle offense 
a play that allowed their best 
·er.Marty 
to 
Philadelphia 
Eagles 
19 
Chicago 
Bears 
13 
Philadelphia has allowed 13 or 
points five times this season. 
Douglas, who knocked Miller out 
a playoff game in January by 
· g him to the turf during an 
eption return, sacked the 
erback on a third down from 
F.agles 24 with 17 seconds to go. 
lfiller, returning after missing 
starts with a sore shoulder and 
, then threw a fourth-down 
to the end zone that was too 
for Marcus Robinson as the 
(2-6) lost their sixth straight. 
"!be route was designed to go to 
back of the end zone. It wasn't a 
decision," Miller said. 
last drive they were getting 
le or chunks here and there. 
felt good to just stand up and 
make four straight plays that didn't 
let them get in." said F.agles line-
backer Ike Reese. 
"That second half was just unbe-
lievable for us. Everything they 
called, we had the right call against 
it." 
Until that final drive it was com-
pletely frustrating for the Bears, 
who managed just 53 yards in the 
second half - 32 on the final drive 
- after gaining 207 in the first two 
quarters. 
David Akers kicked four second-
half field goals when the Eagles (6-
2) struggled to find the end wne, 
but still overcame a 13-7 halftime 
deficit. 
Donovan McNabb ran for 46 
yards on nine carries and complet-
ed 18 of 33 passes for 209 yards. 
But Chicago's defense did a better 
job of pressuring the elusive 
Eagles quarterback than in a 33-19 
playoff loss just more than nine 
months ago. 
Penalties were also a big prob-
lem. Chicago was called U times 
for 121 yards, nine against their 
defense. 
"There were questionable calls 
all day long. It's pathetic," Chicago 
defensive back R.W. McQuarters 
said. 
Getting the ball with just more 
than three minutes to go, Miller 
moved the Bears from the 25 to the 
Eagles 24 with 14 and 13-yard 
passes to Stanley Pritchett and 
Anthony Thomas. 
But after two incompletions, 
Douglas roared through and 
dropped Miller for a 9-yard loss. 
"I don't think anyone touched 
me," Douglas said. 
Akers kicked a go-ahead 27-
yarder early in the fourth quarter, 
four plays after Chicago receiver 
Dez White fumbled a pitchout and 
the Eagles recovered at the Bears 
18. 
' . ' 
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Runaway! 
Panther junior lock Jessica Conrad races downfieki ahead of a Vanderbilt defender Satwday. The Panttlers won 
108--0 to remain perfect at 8-0. Eastem's season finale will be next SatJJrday at Dayton. 
espite illness, Faulk leads St. Louis' resurgeance 
TEMPE, Ariz. CAP)- The formu-
for the St. Louis Rams' resur-
couldn't be simpler. Get the 
to Marshall Faulk and win. 
Even when he's feeling rotten. 
Faulk, his legs cramping because 
a bout with 
nu. rushed 
178 yards in 
carries 
day, includ-
tbe clinching 
yard touch-
with 1:53 
play, as the 
ending NFC 
St Louis 
Rams 
27 
Arizona 
Cardinals 
14 
p10ns won their third straight 
an 0-5 start, 27-14 over the 
Cardinals. 
''He was sucking it up out there," 
St. Louis quarterback Marc Bulger 
said. "He was cramping up. I saw 
the look on his face and I didn't know 
if he was going to make it, but he 
showed something out there today." 
St. Louis is 19-0 when Faulk 
reaches triple digits in rushing. He 
also caught five passes for 58 yards. 
F1u or no flu, he wasn't leaving the 
game. 
"That's what I'm here to do," 
Faulk said. 'Tm here to be in there 
at crunch time, getting those car-
ries, running out the clock. That's 
my job. Sometimes you're not 100 
percent. Sometimes you're not 90. 
But you've got to go out there and 
give it your all." 
In the Rams' three-game winning 
streak, Faulk has gained 571 yards 
in 85 attempts and has 16 catches for 
132 yards. 
"Marshall just continues his trek 
to greatness, I guess," Rams coach 
Mike Martz said. "Marshall was 
sick. He's had the flu for three days. 
He was stoved up last night in the 
hotel. He wasn't quite 100 percent, 
but nobody would know that" 
Bulger, 3-0 as the starter in the 
absence of injured Kurt Warner, 
completed 20 of 29 passes for 245 
and two touchdowns, but was inter-
cepted twice. The second interceir 
tion led to an Ariwna touchdown 
that cut the lead to 17-14 with 10:36 
to play. 
art.er, Oilers 
top Hawks 
D 0 0 N E s B u R y BY GARRY TRUDEAU 
CHICAGO (AP)-Anson Carter scored twice, and Tummy 
stopped 24 shots as the Edmonton Oilers defeated the 
·cago Blackhawks 4-1 Sunday night. 
Ryan Smyth and Shawn Horcoff also scored for the Oilers, 
have earned points in four straight 
es (2-0-1-1). Edmanton Oilers 
"You take that play out of there, 
and he was nothing short of out-
standing," Martz said. "That's a 
young player's mistake. If that's his 
only bad mistake in three games, 
which it is, then you've got to be 
very happy where he is." 
David Barrett picked off the pass 
and flipped the ball to teammate 
Justin Lucas, who ran 35 yards for 
the touchdown. 
The Rams (3-S), coming off a bye, 
took the ensuing kickoff and drove 
44 yards in 10 plays, using up 6:50 
before Jeff Wtl.k:ins kicked a 42-yard 
field goal 
The Cardinals (44) went for it on 
fourth-and-4 from their 30 with just 
under three minutes to play, and 
Jake Plummer's pass to Frank 
Sanders was ruled trapped Arizona 
challenged the call, but the ruling 
stood. 
"I just didn't throw it as hard as I 
should have," Plummer said. ''The 
ball should be right there and it was 
low. When it's low it's my fault. 
Fourth down or not, it's a play I 
should make." 
Moments later, Faulk reversed 
his field on a sweep right and cut up 
the middle 13 yards for the game's 
final score. 
"We did not handle Marsliall 
Faulk," Arizona coach Dave 
McGinnis said "Marshall Faulk was 
the difference in this football 
game." 
Kyle Calder scored for Chicago, which 4 M OTH E R GO O SE & GR I M BY MIKE PETERS been outscored 9-2 in losing two 
aight. Blackhawks goalie Jocelyn 
bault made 24 saves behind spotty 
fensive support. 
Carter opened the scoring 5:10 in when 
broke in off right wing, cut across the 
ot and beat Thibault with a backhander. 
Chicago 
Blackhawks , 
e goal was set up when the Blackhawks turned the puck 
rer at their blue line. Edmonton's Ales Pisa passed it up the 
rds to Carter, who \\aS alone at the Chicago blue line. 
Sm}th made it 2-0 at 6:30 of the second on a wraparound 
t from the side of the net. After skatmg from behind the 
t, he tucked the puck inside the right post before Tlubault IRAQ\ AND BULL,WlNKt.5 
10 
WOMEN'S SOCCER 
Eastern 
shut out in 
Champaign 
By Mike Gilbert 
STAFF WRITER 
The Eastern women's soccer team saw its seven-
game undefeated streak come to an end.Friday night 
in Champaign losing to Illinois in a non-conference 
game4-0. 
With the chilly weather conditions playing a factor, 
both teams failed to dent the scoreboard until the 
32nd minute. 
The scoring started with Illini junior forward 
Tiffani Walker beating Eastern keeper Lindsey 
Dechert high. 
A few moments later, at the 36-minute mark, 
Walker added her second goal of the game and the 
rout was on. 
After halftime, the Illini netted two more goals to 
finish with the 4-0 victory. 
Illinois sophomore Tura Hurless scored in the SSth 
minute and then again just three minutes later to 
close out the scoring. 
The Panthers had little offense all day, mustering 
seven shots - only three were on goal. The Illini bad 
21 shots with 10 on net. 
The Panthers dropped to 10-7-2 overall. Illinois (7-
10-1) was the second team to shut out Eastern all 
year. The only other team to shut out the Panthers 
before Friday was league rival Southeast Missouri 
(13-4-1, 6-0-0). The Indians beat the Panthers 1:0 Oct. 
4. 
Next on the Panthers' schedule is a trip to Missouri 
for the semifinals of the Ohio Valley Conference 
Tuurnament. 
The second-seeded Panthers will face the third-
seeded Skyhawks of Tennessee-Martin (9-4-1, 3-2-
1). 
The game will start at 4 p.m. Saturday at Cape 
Girardeau, Mo. The winner of the Eastern-
Tennessee-Martin game will face either No. 1 seed 
Southeast Missouri or No. 4 seed Tennessee Tech in 
the OVC Championship game on Sunday. 
THE OAILY EASTERN NEWS 
STEPHEN HAAS/ STAFF PHOTOGRAPHER 
Panther freshman forward Sharyne Connell dribbles the ball upfield during a recent 
home game. Eastern lost 4-0 to IHinois Friday. 
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MEN'S SOCCER 
Panthers 
dealt a 
heart breaker 
+Southwest Missouri State 
beats Eastern in final 
minutes 
By Joe Delcorse 
STAFF WR ITER 
The men's soccer team suffered 
tough loss on Sunday, falling t 
Southwest Missouri State 2-1 on a g 
late in the second half. 
The Panthers battled hard throu 
out the game, but failed to capitalize 
opportunities late in the game. 
After a scoreless first hal 
Southwest Missouri State scored earl 
in the second half and was immediate 
matched by a goal from Panther juni 
midfielder Brian Carroll on an assi 
from freshman forward Jimmy Klatt 
to tie the score at 1-apiece. Southw 
Missouri State broke the Panthe 
hearts with a goal with under a minu 
left in the game to steal the victo 
from the Panthers. 
"We were in control all game, but 
missed chances to put them away 
we gave up a gOlil in the last minute, 
Panther head coach Adam Howa 
said. ''It was a tough loss, but we m 
keep playing the same way we ha 
been playing and concentrate 
Crieghton." 
Eastern, the No. 7 seed plays No. 
Creighton in the first round of 
Missouri Valley Conferen 
Tuurnament Friday. 
The Panthers came into the ga 
with confidence after a good ga 
Friday against Evansville with a 3-1 v· 
tory. The Panthers were led by 
Carroll goals and a goal by senior mi 
fielder Aaron Aguirre. 
Howarth said freshman goalie Ry 
Eames also played a major role in t 
win with some tough defense. 
A good 
handshake is 
only the 
beginning 
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CROSS COUNTRY 
: ~reallydidn't 
ewell at all Panthers show prowess 
statistic sheets show the 
in OVC ·championship 
ther defense failed to stop 
of the Tigers skill position 
ers in any way. 
nnessee State wide receiver 
. Johnson racked up seven 
es for 245 yards receiving 
st arguably Eastern's best 
er-cornerback Roosevelt 
. s. 
"Roosevelt is one of our better 
enders no question about 
" Spoo said "He covered the 
, but there were good throws 
good catches." 
Ohio Valley Conference 
ensive Player of the Week 
to Tigers sophomore tail-
Charles Anthony, who ran 
a career high 192 yards (sixth 
t in Tigers history) on 27 
· s and was a big factor in 
the Tigers dominated the 
nd-half time of possession 
minutes. 
He's a good player, that really 
us, but I'll tell you we really 
'I tackle well at all," Spoo 
The big mystery for the 
her defensive coaches was 
g to find out who would 
at quarterback for the 
s. 
Tennessee State has started 
different quarterbacks, but 
more Riley Walker got his 
back and completed 21 of 42 
435 yards, four touchdowns 
led his team to five scoring 
es greater than 70 yards 
-We really didn't know who 
going to start at quarterback 
them but he did a good job 
ing efficiently against us," 
said. 
Defensive Coordinator Roe 
ni may be able to rest 
next week when Eastern 
s the Skyhawks of 
essee-Martin. 
e Skybawks have lost 39 
ecutive OVC games dating 
k to 1996 and were shutout 
rday at Gardner Webb, but 
understands that every 
e is going to be tough for the 
ense. 
•we had difficulty stopping 
all day long," Spoo said. 
• Men's team takes 
straight league title, 
women's team 
finishes third 
By Aaron Seidlitz 
STAFF WRITER 
The Panthers came away 
with the men's Ohio Valley 
Conference championship 
Saturday at Murray State on 
Saturday. 
With the 
victory, the 
Panthers 
have now 
won three 
consecutive 
conference 
titles. The 
women's 
· team placed 
third of the Kyle O'Brien 
nine OVC 
teams. 
The men's team put in its 
most complete effort of this 
season, and it showed as it took 
home the 
league cham-
pionship. 
Finishing 
ahead of 
Eastern 
Kentucky, 
the Panthers 
successfully 
de (ended 
their OVC Angle Simone 
crown in 
impressive 
fasion. 
Senior Kyle O'Brien turned 
in the top run of the day, and 
junior Jeff Jonaitis placed 
third overall with another solid 
performance. Senior Dan 
Mackey also finished well for 
the Panthers as he also fin-
ished in the top 10 by finishing 
seventh. 
Eastern's dominance contin-
ued as the last three runners in 
the top 10 were all Panthers. 
Spots eight through 10 were 
held by freshmen Jake Stout, 
junior Jack Johnson, and fresh-
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-2816 
men Dan 
Strackeljahn. 
While the 
runs of 
Eastern's 
upperclas-
men were the 
biggest key 
for success 
this weekend, 
their ability 
was question- John Mcinerney 
able heading 
into the championships. The 
somewhat inconsistent running 
of the upperclassmen this sea-
son led to some disappointing 
results, but Saturday the lead-
ers put up a series of solid runs 
which led to the first-place fin-
ish. 
"The top six runners really 
pulled it together for us today," 
head coach John Mcinerney 
said. "We bad to finish well up 
front and we were confident 
we would. Eastern Kentucky 
knew they could not let our 
runners finish either first and 
second or first and third, and 
we were able to anyway." 
Eastern Kentucky finished 
second behind the Panthers, 
and for part of the race the two 
teams were so close that either 
could have won. While the 
upperclassmen came through, 
the younger runners were also 
challenged by their coach to 
perform better and they 
answered his call. 
"I had to challenge the 
younger runners as well and 
they fought through some 
tough times. In a one point 
meet we needed them to step 
up and they did that for us," 
said Mcinerney. 
The youngest runner to per-
form well for Eastern over the 
weekend was Stout. 
He has run with the best all 
season, even though he has had 
to fight through some bouts 
with sickness. 
Stout finished in the top 10 
for the Panthers, who proved 
the future could be bright for 
the Panthers. 
Even younger than the men, 
"The top six runners 
really pulled it togeth-
er for us today. " 
the women's team came out of 
the championships with a 
third-place finish. 
The team had seven runners 
in the top 20 and two finished 
in the top five. 
While the third place finish 
was a bit disappointing for the 
team, the future looks bright as 
the young team did run well 
over the weekend. 
Not one of the seven runners 
in the top 20 are seniors, with 
the oldest runner was Nicole 
Milici, who is a junior. 
Even more encouraging was 
the way sophomores Angie 
Simone and Stephanie Bone 
ran over the weekend. Simone 
and Bone finished third and 
fourth respectively and led the 
Panthers to their third place 
finish. 
"As young as we are every-
body improved this weekend," 
Mcinerney said. "Angie and 
Stephanie both stepped up for 
us, and as young as we were it 
was good to see the run we had 
with players finishing 17,18, 
and 19." 
The women's team bas 
fought through some adversity 
this season with Simone being 
the only relatively healthy run-
ner through the entire season. 
Instead of the team folding this 
season, the players fought 
through it and learned from 
the situation. 
The Panthers have improved 
through the season and now 
look forward to next season 
with the majority of their play-
ers returning. 
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Tues. Wed. Thurs Sunday 
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Stats & Stuff 
Panthers 54, Tigers 48 
Easte<n (6-2, 4--0) 14-14-14·12-54 
Tenl'lessee St.(2·7, 1·2)14·7·13·14-48 
SCORING SUMMARY 
1st 14:40 EIU •TAYLOR. J.R. 66 yd run 
(KUEHN. Steve kick). 1-66 0:20, EIU 7 • 
TSUO 
14.10 TSU ·JOHNSON. C.J. 73 yd pass 
from WALKER. Roley (HUDAK, Joey kick), 
2·81 0:40, EIU 7 ·TSU 7 
11.31 EIU • BUMPHUS, Wtll 21 yd pass 
from ROMO, Tony (KUEHN. Steve kick), 
3·80 0:43, EIU 14 ·TSU 7 
08:14 TSU· ANTHONY.Charles 39 yd run 
(HUDAK. Joey kick). 8·76 3:24. EIU 14 • 
TSU 14 
2nd 14:52 EIU • BUMPHUS, Will 51 yd 
pass from ROMO. Tony (KUEHN, Steve 
kick), 5-811:21, EIU 21·TSU14 
02:52 TSU • GIBBS, R1ck1 1 yd run 
(HUDAK. Joey kick), 14·94 6:18. EIU 21 • 
TSU21 
00:56 EIU • ELLER. Nick 33 yd pass from 
ROMO. Tony !KUEHN. Steve klek), 6-58 
1 :56, EIU 28 • TSU 21 
3rd 11 :40 EIU • TAYLOR, J.R. 2 yd run 
(KUEHN, Steve kick), 5·53 1:43, EIU 35 • 
TSU21 
07:21 TSU ·JOHNSON, C.J. 14 yd pass 
from WALKER. Riley (HUDAK. Joey kick), 
11·52 4:19, EIU 35 ·TSU 28 
06:27 ElU • BUMPHUS. Wtll 47 yd pass 
from ROMO, Tony (KUEHN. Steve kick), 
2·50 0:54, EIU 42 - TSU 28 
02:35 TSU • ANTHONY,Char1es 2 yd run 
(HUDAK, Joey kick failed). 10-70 3:52, 
EIU 42 • TSU 34 
4th 14:25 ElU • TAYLOR, J.R. 2 yd run 
(KUEHN. Steve kick blocked), 3·14 1:10, 
EIU 48 • TSU 34 
09:26 TSU • JOHNSON, C.J. 75 yd pass 
from WALKER. Alley (HUDAK. Joey kick), 
2·76 OZ!, EIU 48 ·TSU 41 
05:23 TSU · ANTHONY.Charles 10 yd llJn 
(HUDAK. Joey kick), 8·57 2:15, E1U 48 • 
TSU48 
01;07 EIU · RAYMOND. Andre 11 yd run 
(KUEHN, Steve kick blocked), 11·68 
4'16, EIU 54 ·TSU 48 
EIU TSU 
20 34 First Downs 
RUSHES·Yds 
Passing yards 
P·Att·Cmp-lnt 
Total Yards 
Penalties· Yards 
Possession Time 
27·185 54·240 
322 435 
31-17·1 42·21-1 
58-507 !MH>75 
12-106 7-llO 
23:16 36:44 
Ohio Valley Conference results 
Eastern Kentucky 35. Liberty 28 (Olj 
Eastern llflllOIS 54. 
Tennessee State 48 
Murray State 54, Samford 17 
Gardner-Webb 24. Tennessee-Martin o 
Southeast Mlssoun 36, 
Tennessee Tech 30 
Saturday's games 
Southeast MiSSOurl at 
EestBfn Kentucky. 5 p.m. 
Tennessee Tech at Samford, 1 p.m. 
Tennessee-Martin at 
Eastern llllnols,1:30 p.m. 
·Tennessee State at 
Murray State, 1:30 p.m. 
11is day i1 Panther spMs... 
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FOOTBALL 
Panther spor1s calendar 
TUESDAY Men's soccer vs. Ill.-
THURSDAY 
FRIDAY 
SATURDAY 
Vol ball al Tennessee Tech 
Football vs. Tennessee-Martin 
Volleyball al Austin Peay 2p.m. 
Panthers tame Tigers at Adelphia 
+Eastern never trails, holds off late Tennessee Stale rally 
By Matt Melnhelt 
ASSOCIATE STAFF WRITER 
Senior Eastern tailback J.R. 
Taylor set the pace of the Panthers' 
Ohio Valley Conference win 
against Tennessee State on the first 
play from scrimmage. 
After the Tigers' (2-7, 1-2) squib 
kick on the opening 
kickoff, Taylor and ~ 
the Panthers had ~ 
the ball at their 34-
yard-line to start. 
Senior quarter-
back Tony Romo 
handed the ball off 
to Taylor, who 
found a seam up 
the middle and ran 
66 yards to the end 
zone for the first of 
Eastern 
Panthers 
54 
Tennessee 
State 
48 
many touchdowns in ~ 
Eastern's 54-48 win 
Saturday in Nashville, Tenn. 
It took the Tigers only 30 sec-
onds to match Taylor's touchdown 
and both teams scored on their 
next possession to make the score 
14-14 after seven minutes of play. 
The Panthers never trailed in 
the game, despite the Tigers con-
trolling the ball for over 36 min-
utes and racking up 675 yards 
against the Panthe.rs' defense -
four yards shy of a tying a school 
record). 
The two teams combined for 
1,182 yards of total offense. 
Eastem's offense was strong out 
of the gate with Romo and senior 
flanker Will Bumphus leading the 
way. Following Taylor's 66-yard 
scamper Romo connected with 
Bumpus for a pair of touchdown 
passes. 
Tennessee State. At halftime the 
two teams had already posted 49 
points. 
Eastern received breathing 
room in the third quarter when 
Taylor ran in bis second touchdown 
of the day from two yards,, out giv-
ing the Panthers a 14-point lead 
after freshman kicker Steve 
Kuehn added the extra point. 
The Tigers failed to get any clos-
er than seven points until the 
fourth quarter. With 9:26 remain-
ing in the game, sophomore 
Tennessee State quarterback Riley 
Walker connected with junior wide 
receiver C.J. Johnson in the end 
zone for the third time in the game 
to make the score 48-41. 
About four minutes later, sopho-
more tailback Charles Anthony ran 
in another touchdown from 10 
yards out to tie the game at 48. 
Anthony ran the ball 27 times for 
192 yards and three touchdowns. 
Sunday Anthony was named OVC 
Offensive Player of the Week, an 
award that Romo had won three 
weeks in a row before last weeks 
bye. 
With the game on the line and 
momentum shifting in Tennessee 
State's favor, Romo lead Eastern on 
one more scoring drive. Romo, who 
finished the game 17-31-1 with 322 
yards and four touchdown passes, 
led the Panthers on an 11-play 
drive covering 68 yards, capped by 
an 11-yard run by junior tailback 
Andre Raymond to give put the 
Panthers up 54-48. 
Raymond, the nation's leader in 
all-purpose yards, entered the 
game averaging 205 yards per con-
test, gained 193 yards despite 
returning only one kick on special 
teams. His only kick return of the 
game was for 45 yards to bring the 
Panthers to midfield. 
Defensive 
woes continue 
By Matthew Steveru; 
') AFF WRITEt 
Gomg uuo the plnyof 
Panthers head coach Bob S 
srud he believe defense W1 
championships .. 
"My concern 15 that if som 
body stops our offense, we' 
going to be 
m trouble," 
Spoosa1d 
The 675 
yards that 
Tennessee 
S t a t e 
gained on 
the Panther 
defense 
was four 
shy off a 
school 
record and the most t 
Panthers have given up ally 
by more than 100 yards. 
"When we had to stop th 
we did but the defense 
poor until that point," S 
said. 
Spoo was dLo.;appointed 
his defense's 11iability to 
form basic tackling through 
the game. 
"We weren't sharp defe 
s1vely and we weren't sharp 
our tackling," Spoo said. 
However, Eastern's luc 
streak was cpnJinucd rs ifi.g 
kicker Joey Hudek missmg 
only two field goal attempts in 
six-point loss. 
"We were vezy fortu~te 
get a win," Spoo said 
Eastern's missed tackle tot 
reached double figures by h 
time and was a key in all 
Tennessee States Jong tou 
down scores. 
With 56 seconds remaining in the 
first half, Romo rewrote the 
Eastern record books with a 33-
yard pass over the middle to junior 
tight end Nick Eller. It was Romo's 
76th career touchdown pass, sur-
passing Sean Payton as Eastern's 
all-time leader. 
Romo and the Panthers' offense 
were not finished and neither was 
Tunnesse State had 1:07 to answer 
Raymond's touchdown. Walker, who 
passed for 435 yards in the game, 
led bis team from its own 27-yard-
line into Eastern territory before 
the Panthers sacked him third and 
fourth down to end the game. 
STEPHEN HAAS s-AFF PHOTOGRAPHER 
Panther senior quarterback Tony Romo set a new school record for career 
touchdowns with four in Eastem's 56-48 win at Tennessee State Saturday. 
"The poor tackling is w~ 
caused the first touchdoYm a 
SEE WOES + Page 11 
STEPHEN HAAS/STAfF PHOTOGRAPHER 
Panther senior Jennifer Fisher {left) and sophomore Shanna Ruxer go up for the block during 
Eastem's 3-0 win Saturday at Lantz Arena. 
VOLLEYBALL 
Eastern snaps 12-game skid 
with shutout of Tennessee Stat 
By Matt Williams 
STAFF WRITER 
The Eastern volleyball team Saturday 
kept its postseason hopes alive and ended a 
12-match losing streak as it took a com-
manding three-game shutout over 
Tennessee State at Lantz Arena 
The Panthers (7-19, 2-10) handed the 
Tigers (13-15, 0-11) their 79th consecutive 
conference loss with a 31-29, 30-a 
19, 30-22 victory, giving Eastern's :w 
three seniors a win in their ~ 
last career home match. Tennessee 
"It felt really good," sen- State 
ior outside hitter Karen Liss O 
said. "This will restore some 
confidence for us. We have 
to play every team like this." 
Eastern was given the 
first game as the Tigers 
committed two errors with 
the score tied at 29. The 
Panthers then cruised in the 
Eastern 
Panthers 
3 
• second and third games for their second 
shutout of the season. 
Junior outside hitter Jennifer Corral, the 
Tigers team leader in kills, was able to get 12 
kills, but was held to a .091 attacking per-
centage. Freshman outside hitter Katherine 
Armwood had a match-high 15 digs. As a 
team, the Tigers committed several errors 
with 19 attacking errors and nine service 
errors. 
Tennessee State, who leads the 
Valley Conference in service aces, was 
done by the Panthers serving game. East 
had eight service aces and committed i» 
six service errors. They had six of th 
eight aces in the final game to put the Tigi 
away. 
"We have improved so much on sen 
since the beginning of the year," sophom! 
setter Lindsay Perkins said. "We incorpa< 
ed some short serves into our game. I tli 
that helps a lot that we can mix it up 
them." 
Perkins helped create the flow of 
match with a solid passing game with 
assists in the three games. Sophomore 
side hitter Erica Gerth had her 13th do 
double of the season with 15 kills and 10 
Liss added a double-double with 11 
and 10 digs. Sophomore middle hi 
Shanna Ruxer, who is the league's fo 
best hitter, led the team with a .471 attac 
percentage by converting 10 of 17. 
outside middle hitter Jennifer Fisher led 
team in blocks with four and fr 
libero Sarah Niedospial led the team in 
with 11. 
Eastern ended with 57 digs compar 
Tennessee State's 50 and came away with 
team blocks. 
The Panthers travel to play the nJ 
again Thursday to continue their effortl 
make it back to the conference tournam& 
"We should be prepared and know wha! 
